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1 Introduction

This deliverable item is a running document which is updated constantly and regularly to reflect the development of the iCub platform. In particular, it has been now transformed into a webpage which is constantly edited and updated with new material (based on the Wiki open source collaborative document preparation software). In its final form it will contain the specifications of the robot, links to a cad file repository, instructions on the assembly procedures and links to all the other relevant documentation.

2 iCub

The iCub documents are available at:
- http://eris.liralab.it/wiki/Deliverable 7.1

and the main RobotCub Wiki pages are available at:
- http://eris.liralab.it/wiki/Main Page

More information will be constantly posted on the Wiki pages. The only entry point to the platform specifications and documentation is from the Wiki pages. For software specifications and documentation please see Deliverable 8.3.